
 Quick Facts

•  1,000,000 pages and manuscript images

•  270,000 calendar entries

Detailed Overview
Summary: State Papers Online, Part III is a fully searchable archive of all of the domestic state 
papers from the reign of James I through the reign of Anne I. It is a groundbreaking online 
resource for the study of British Early Modern History. It is the third section of the highly 
acclaimed four-part collection — State Papers Online: The Government of Britain, 1509-1714. 

Significance: Documenting one of the most compelling and turbulent eras in Britain’s social, 
political and religious history, the Stuarts’ internal struggles come to life through a wealth of 
primary source documents. Among the almost 1 million pages researchers will find accounts of 
the English Civil War, the execution of Charles I and the invasion of William of Orange.   

Source: Part III reunites all of the domestic state papers of Britain’s monarchy from 1603 until 
1714 with the Registers of the Privy Council for the whole of the Stuart period. It includes selected 
documents from the Council of State, Navy Commission and related bodies, the Committee for 
Plundered Ministers, the State Paper Office and many other collections from the British Library. 

Structure: State Papers Online, Part III details every facet of early modern government including 
social and economic affairs, law and order, religious policy, crown possessions and intelligence.  
Part III offers the following search capabilities:

•  Calendar entry side by side 
with manuscript

•  Manuscript with notepad 
to make notes

•  By calendar volume, manuscript 
volume, reign, date and more

•  Document, calendar and transcript 
browsing

• Search term highlighting

•  Ability to magnify or rotate image

•  Ability to submit corrections 
to the calendars
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 Related Subjects

•  European History

•  Politics

•  Religious History

•  Legal History

• Espionage

Correspondence from  
the Lords of Council  

to King James I details  
the finances of the  

Royal Treasury. 

Begin your search on the State Papers Online homepage 
where its fully searchable archive awaits you. 



State Papers Online — Part III
The Stuarts and Commonwealth, James I – Anne I, 1603-1714:  
State Papers Domestic 

State Papers Online, Part III is an extensive collection of all the domestic state papers of the 
British monarchy from the reign of James I in 1603 through the reign of Anne I until 1714. This 
unique online resource reproduces the original historical manuscripts in facsimile and links each 
manuscript to its corresponding fully-searchable calendar entry. It is an unprecedented research 
aid for British Early Modern History and courses on the Stuarts. 

Key themes of State Papers Online, Part III include:

• The Coronation of James I (1603)

•  The beginning of the English Civil War (1642)

•  The trial and execution of Charles I (1649)

•  Declaration of England as a Commonwealth (1649)

•  Oliver Cromwell claims the title of Lord Protector (1653)

•  Restoration of the monarchy  — Charles II (1660)

•  William of Orange invades England and becomes joint ruler with his wife, Anne (1688)

State Papers Online, Part III uncovers a fascinating portrait of Stuart Britain. In addition to 
providing detailed accounts of daily life and events across all strata of society, the collection 
uncovers the numerous incidents in Stuart Britain of conspiracy, espionage, treason, heresy, 
imprisonment and execution.

Request a free trial
To have instant access to this archive, visit access.gale.com/gdctrial. To contact your Gale 
Representative, call 1-800-877-GALE or go to gdc.gale.com.
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 Related Products

•  State Papers Online, Part I: The Tudors: Henry VIII 
to Elizabeth I, 1509-1603: State Papers Domestic 

•  State Papers Online, Part II: The Tudors, 1509-1603: 
State Papers Foreign, Scotland, Borders, Ireland and 
Registers of the Privy Council

•  State Papers Online, Part IV: The Stuarts and 
Commonwealth, James I – Anne I, 1603-1714:  
State Papers Foreign

 About Gale Digital Collections

Gale has changed the nature of research and 
education forever with Gale Digital Collections. 
We’ve opened a wealth of rare, formerly inaccessible 
historical content from the world’s most prestigious 
libraries to faculty, researchers and students.  
Gale Digital Collections represents an extraordinary 
resource, covering more than 500 years of 
international history. 
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